


Introducing brand new designs alongside selected shapes in 
new exciting materials; the SS19 collection was created with the 
concept of community in mind. The côte&ciel community includes 
creatives and professionals; we design stylish, functional solutions 
to the day-to-day carrying needs of these individuals.

The set design of this shoot stages various scenarios: a place 
to pause for solitary thought; a convenient spot to sit or lean 
while waiting for the train; a location for social interaction through 
incidental gatherings or chance reunions within a community.

SS19 COLLECTION

INTRODUCTION



Versatility: one of the key concepts behind the new SS19 designs. 
To give the wearer more flexibility, several shapes can be worn 
in a variety of different ways, while certain shapes can transform 
entirely.

As in every côte&ciel collection, creativity is essential to the design 
process; in SS19, many of the new shapes also allow the wearer 
to get creative, transforming these innovative multifunctional 
designs according to their needs.

NEW SHAPES

SS19



SS19 NEW SHAPE
ASHOKAN

28769

This techwear design is a multifunctional transformer: it can be worn as 
a backpack, or separated into a backpack and a waist bag - or a more 

compact crossbody sling bag.



ASHOKAN
28769

The Ashokan features a water-repellent hood (a) which folds 
away neatly (b) into a detachable hood pouch (b/c). The hip belt 
section can also be removed (c/d) and used as a waist bag (d) or 

transformed into a more compact crossbody sling bag (e).

a b

c d

e



The Kensico features a carrying frame structure which 
allows effective air ventilation to the back. A chest strap 
secures the weight of the bag to the upper body, and a hip 

belt helps to spread the load.

SS19 NEW SHAPE
KENSICO

28766



KENSICO
28766



SS19 NEW SHAPE
AAR

28768

The Aar is a shapeshifter: it can be worn as a wrap-around crossbody 
(a), backpack (b), messenger (c) or flightpack (d). In backpack format 

the Aar can hold a laptop of up to 13”.

a b

c d



The Ems is another bag with transforming capabilities from this 
collection: it can be worn as a crossbody (a) or waist bag (b) 

in either its cube form (c) or as a wrap-around (d).

SS19 NEW SHAPE
EMS

28767

a

d

b

c



SS19 NEW SHAPE
YUBA
28770

Based on the minimalistic square design of the Rhine backpack, the 
Yuba can be worn crossbody with its strap. Without the detachable 
strap, it can be fastened directly to the belt loops of the wearer or 

attached to a piece of luggage.



SS19 NEW SHAPE
AMPER
28773

Featuring a reinforced underbody and an expandable upper 
section, the Amper is an evolution of the classic Isar design. 

This weekender can be used as carry-on flight luggage.



SS19 NEW SHAPE
AMU

28761

The Amu can shape-shift to create different 
volumes; this versatile tote can also be worn

as a crossbody shoulder bag.



SS19 NEW SHAPE
YAKIMA
28764

The envelope-shaped Yakima is highly practical; the 
multiway straps allow it to be worn in different positions. 
Made from durable, weather-resistant coated canvas, a 

classic côte&ciel material.



SS19 NEW SHAPE
INN

28762

A clever buckle enables you to wear the Inn horizontally or 
vertically; when the straps are tightened the bag becomes a 

volume, adjusting to your carrying needs.
Available in Small and Medium; Pictured: INN S



INN M
28763



At côte&ciel we are inspired by the physical world around us, both 
the natural geographical features and manmade infrastructure, 
architecture in particular. During the careful selection of 
materials for our seasonal lines, we looked again to both nature 
and human creativity: the name given to each line corresponds 
to a naturally occurring substance used as an artistic medium 
throughout history.

The brightest of the seasonal lines, OCHRE YELLOW makes a 
bold statement. Iconic côte&ciel designs combined with a burst 
of colour, referencing the aesthetics of technical sailing-wear 
and highly functional emergency-service uniforms.

SS19 SEASONAL LINES

OCHRE YELLOW



NILE - OCHRE YELLOW - 28735



ISAR M - OCHRE YELLOW - 28734



SORMONNE - OCHRE YELLOW - 28736



ISARAU S - OCHRE YELLOW - 28733



The surface of this tactile grey fabric has a slight sheen and creates 
satisfying folds, inviting the visual association of the potential of 
fresh, malleable clay - ready to be molded to any form.

CLAY GREY

SS19 SEASONAL



SORMONNE - CLAY GREY - 28744



TIMSAH - CLAY GREY - 28745



ISARAU - CLAY GREY - 28743



A premium addition to the collection, the seasonal Charcoal Grey line 
is crafted from a fine Japanese material. This tactile fabric is soft to 
the touch and has the rich tonality of a charcoal drawing.

CHARCOAL GREY

SS19 SEASONAL



NILE  - CHARCOAL GREY - 28747



ODER-SPREE - CHARCOAL GREY - 28746



TIMSAH - CHARCOAL GREY - 28749



MOSELLE - CHARCOAL GREY - 28750



ISARAU S - CHARCOAL GREY - 28748



An organic, almost camouflage-like pattern of deep 
ink blue on dark grey, this fabric brings an elegant yet 
playful seasonal line to the collection.

INK BLUE

SS19 SEASONAL



NILE - INK BLUE - 28739



MOSELLE - INK BLUE - 28738



ISARAU S - INK BLUE - 28737



Ballistic Nylon is a specially woven, durable fabric, originally developed 
for military applications. Water-repellent, hardwearing and resistant to 
abrasion and tearing, it is the perfect choice for the daily commute and 
travel. The colours, dark blue and black, also make this material suitable 
to wear with business attire.

BALLISTIC BLUE/BLACK

SS19 NEW MATERIAL



The minimalistic design and organised format of the 
Garonne make it a suitable bag for professionals. An 
evolution of the Sormonne, this hand-held briefcase can 
transform into a backpack. The Garonne features a handy 

support strap for attaching to a luggage trolley handle.

SS19 NEW SHAPE
GARONNE

28774

SS19



GARONNE
28774



ISAR M - BALLISTIC BLUE - 28778



ISAR S - BALLISTIC BLUE - 28777



RHINE - BALLISTIC BLUE - 28781



SORMONNE  - BALLISTIC BLUE - 28780



ORIL S - BALLISTIC BLUE - 28775



EcoYarn, a durable fabric developed through sustainable processes, 
is a signature côte&ciel material. In classic Black Mélange, this fabric 
is hardwearing, practical and can be worn with almost anything, 
making it a popular choice. For SS19, two of our more recent shapes 
join the EcoYarn Black Mélange family.

ECOYARN BLACK MÉLANGE

SIGNATURE MATERIAL



ORIL S - BLACK MÉLANGE - 28757 SORMONNE - BLACK MÉLANGE - 28758



SS19 NEW PRODUCT
COMO

S: 28771  M: 28772

A toiletry bag with organisational compartments to 
store travel hygiene essentials neatly and securely.

Available in Small and Medium.
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AMU
COATED CANVAS
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COATED CANVAS
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COATED CANVAS
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SORMONNE
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28744
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NILE
INK BLUE
28739
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MOSELLE
INK BLUE
28738
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ODER-SPREE
CHARCOAL GREY
28746

SS19 SEASONAL



ISAR S
BALLISTIC BLUE
28777

RHINE
BALLISTIC BLUE
28781
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BALLISTIC BLUE
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SORMONNE
BALLISTIC BLUE
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ISAR M
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SS19 NEW PRODUCT
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